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Introduction
Clinical bioinformatics lacks a formal representation for diseases which can take
care of the levels of granularity which exist from the clinical level to the genetic
level. Such a representation needs integration across various databases and creation
of parts of the representation manually due to missing information within the
existing databases. [1] Such missing information can be partly supplemented by
knowledge discovery using statistical and probabilistic methods. We have
considered colon carcinoma and related disorders in order to create a formal
ontological representation as a case study for the feasibility of such an approach in
clinical bioinformatics.

Methods
The clinical level of knowledge representation includes disease classification, its
symptoms, predisposing factors, investigations and screening. Snomed CT
classification is used for the diseases and their predisposing factors. [2,3] The
problems with Snomed CT include those regarding its child-parent representation,
siblings and multiple inheritance and we have addressed some of these issues in [4].
The existing Snomed CT problems meant that we modify the Snomed CT hierarchy
to some extend suited for our purposes. Various relations like “predisposing factor
for”, “investigation for” etc. are introduced to make the ontology specific to the
disease, in this case colon cancer and related diseases.
We use the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database to find the gene
products related to the diseases in question. Various terms are used to query OMIM
like “colon carcinoma”, “colon cancer”, “colon polyps” etc. and we extract the set of
genes for each of them. [5] These genes are mapped to the LocusLink and the
SwissProt database, which provide information for the respective genes and proteins
with structures. [6,7] Such structural information is useful for the representation of
mutations. The SwissProt database provides information about the function of the
respective gene product and its subcellular locations.
The Gene Ontology Annotations for the gene products are used to supplement the
information on the location of the gene products and their functions. [8] There are
problems with the formal structure of Gene Ontology, which we have pointed them
out in various papers, a major drawback being that the three axes (cellular
component, biological function and molecular process) are not connected and are

considered orthogonal. [9] The issue of granularity has not be addressed in GO since
biological process actually consist of molecular functions in a lower granularity. We
use the weights of database occurrence and apriori algorithm to find association
rules between the entities belonging to the three GO axes. [10] Using the two
approaches together helps us to find the answers related to the location where a
biological function is executed, and also regarding the granular components of a
larger biological process. We had to extend the cellular component axis manually as
GO does not deal fully with the mereotopological relations, which is better dealt in
Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA). [10] We situate GO terms within FMA
wherever they can be suitably placed and then take the complete FMA axis above it.
The protein interaction and KEGG pathway database are used for deciphering the
pathways which the gene products belong to. [12,13,14] However, this is where we
face largest problems with integration. The issue of non-metabolic pathways are not
well addressed within KEGG especially those involved in carcinomas. Moreover,
the pathways are at a subcellular level and the interaction of cells with each other
during a carcinoma can only be found in textbooks. The same applies for various
staging which are used to determine the extent of the carcinoma. These aspects are
modeled manually based on the knowledge present within textbooks and take the
maximum time and effort.
The complete representation is done within Protégé environment. [15] It provides a
frame-based system which is compatible with the OWL standards, provides an
extensive framework to represent various relations and also has plug-ins for
providing reasoning and web-based representation.

Discussion
We approach an evolving topic – that of representation of various aspects of
knowledge related to a disease or a set of diseases from clinical to the molecular
level, taking into consideration the granularity at various levels very formally.
To the extent possible, we reuse the knowledge and information present within
various databases and ontologies, which provide a relatively complete knowledge at
the gene-to-gene product level but provide little or no knowledge as one moves to
the cellular and tissue level. Moreover, the databases and ontologies at molecular
level are not well-connected with those which exist at the clinical level. Thus, while
a large part of our work is automated, there is a big manual component of the work
because the relevant data does not exist.
Protégé provides us with an extensive framework and environment for such a
representation but it is difficult to automate the representation in Protégé and one
tends to lose a lot of information within the structure of various databases and
ontologies if one tries to import them within Protégé using automated database
connections. So a large part of the work dealing with the representation within
Protégé is manual too.
The reason why we considered colon carcinoma to begin with, is also formal. We
had previously mapped all the diseases present within SwissProt database, dealing
with structural mutations of gene products into Snomed CT and based on graph
theory, found out which set of diseases are the most specific and still have the
maximum number of associated mutated gene products. This will help within our

final representation where we could associate the structural mutations at the
molecular level, to the functions and processes affected at subcellular, cellular and
tissue level. As a side argument, this also means that we probably will be more
successful with automation of the representation and related data integration if we
consider diseases which deal with metabolism, for example, diabetes mellitus, since
the metabolic pathways are represented with KEGG with reasonable accuracy and
details. However, the integration of such pathways at the subcellular level to those at
cellular and tissue level will still be manual for a long time to come.
We hope that a detailed granular representation of the sorts, will provide a large
framework to locate the work done at various levels by different experts, including
clinicians, biologists, pharmacists, nurses and so on. This will, in turn, lead to
integration of data required for drug development, education of biomedical and
medical students about the relations between diseases and pathways and data
integration to the clinical level which will provide individualized decision support.
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